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Egypt’s army and police forces have been waging a war over the past years against an 

Islamist militant insurgency mainly in North Sinai. After a long period of declining 

terrorist activities by the Islamic State organization in Sinai, Egypt is facing a new wave 

of terror attacks in which 16 Egyptian soldiers have been killed.  

At least five Egyptian military personnel were killed and four others were injured in a 

terrorist attack on May 11, 2022, in northern Sinai. The attack was successfully 

countered, resulting in the death of 7 terrorists. Automatic rifles, hand grenades, 

ammunition and walkie talkies, were seized. It was the second deadly attack against 

Egyptian security forces on the Sinai Peninsula in less than a week.1 

On May 7, 2022, terrorists of the Islamic State organization in Sinai (Vilayet Sinai) 

attacked a checkpoint near a water pumping station east of the Suez Canal, killing at 

least 11 soldiers and wounded five other soldiers. It was one of the deadliest attacks on 

Egyptian security forces in recent years.2 

In 2018, the Egyptian Armed Forces launched a major counter-terrorist operation titled 

"Comprehensive Operation Sinai 2018 " and since 2018, terrorist attacks in North Sinai 

have declined and the Egyptian military has expanded its control over populated coastal 

areas of Northern Sinai between the Gaza Strip in the east and the Suez Canal in the 

west. The last attacks came as Vilayet Sinai terrorists have suffered heavy losses in 

recent months against Egyptian security forces, aided by armed Bedouin tribesmen, 

who have intensified their efforts to eliminate the group. 

The Islamic State (IS) spokesperson, Abu Umar al Muhajir, announced the “Revenge 

Battle for the Two Sheikhs” campaign on April 17,2022, and called on supporters to 

conduct attacks to avenge the deaths of late IS leader Abu Ibrahim al Qurayshi and late 

IS spokesperson Abu Hamza al Qurayshi. IS previously promoted a revenge campaign 

from December 22 to December 31, 2019, after the death of former IS leader Abu Bakr 

al Baghdadi.3  
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The current terror campaign in North Sinai can be seen as the response of the Islamic 

State affiliate (Vilayet Sinai) to the organization's leadership calling for “Revenge 

Battle for the Two Sheikhs.”  

The terror campaign of Vilayet Sinai started on April 25, 2022. An Egyptian army 

patrol south of the town of Sheikh Zuweid was attacked and two soldiers were killed 

and a third wounded. An exchange of fire took place on the same day between IS 

terrorists and fighters from a Sinai Bedouin tribal union that supports the Egyptian 

army.4 

On May 1, 2022, suspected Islamic State terrorists blew up a natural gas pipeline in 

Egypt’s northern part of the Sinai Peninsula, causing a fire but no casualties. The 

terrorists planted explosives under a pipeline in the town of Bir al-Abd. No group 

claimed the attack but the Islamic State group affiliate, has claimed previous attacks 

targeted gas pipelines between Egypt and both Jordan and Israel.5 

The attack near the Suez Canal (Qantara) 

On May 7, 2022, terrorists of (Vilayet Sinai) attacked a checkpoint near a water 

pumping station east of the Suez Canal, killing at least 11 soldiers and wounded five 

other soldiers. IS claimed responsibility of the attack in a statement carried by its Amaq 

news agency. It was one of the deadliest attacks on Egyptian security forces in recent 

years. 6 

The attack took place in the town of Qantara in the province of Ismailia, which stretches 

eastwards from the Suez Canal. The terrorists attacked troops at a checkpoint guarding 

the pumping facility, with an explosive-rigged vehicle and firing heavy weapons from 

pick-up trucks, then fled the site. The Egyptian military said troops were pursuing the 

attackers in an isolated area of the northern Sinai Peninsula.7 

President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi, held a meeting of the Supreme Council of the Armed 

Forces, which included the military's top commanders, to discuss the consequences of 

the attack, his office said without offering further details. 

The Egyptian Airforce carried out air strikes in retaliation to the terrorist attacks, killing 

16 terrorists. Several terrorist outposts and two four-wheel-drive vehicles were also 

destroyed in the airstrikes.8 

A statement released by the military spokesperson on May 15, 2022, said that the Air 

Force destroyed three four-wheel-drive vehicles and a number of hideouts of terrorist 

groups. The Army also destroyed a camouflaged four-wheel drive vehicle used by 

terrorists in attacks on the Armed Forces and confiscated two RPGs, three multi-

purpose machine guns, one pistol, and 60 bullets of different calibers, the statement 

added.9 

The Islamic State organization in Sinai (Vilayet Sinai) 

After the "Arab Spring" uprising of 2011, radical Islamic terror groups in Sinai 

regrouped and established different networks such as the Ansar Beit al-Maqdis (ABM) 

group. Between February 2011 and June 2013, ABM conducted terror attacks on Israeli 

targets along the Egyptian-Israeli border and targeted the gas pipeline between Egypt 
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and Israel several times. After the coup of 2013, ABM began targeting Egyptian 

military and security forces not only in Sinai but also in Egypt’s mainland.  

Vilayet Sinai emerged in November 2014, when the jihadist group Ansar Beit al-

Maqdis pledged allegiance to Islamic State's leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. Over the 

next year, attacks in Sinai increased by about 130 percent and fatalities rose 250 

percent. 

The group’s largest operation occurred on July 1, 2015, when at least 300 fighters 

assaulted the town of Sheikh Zuwaid in North Sinai and briefly held it before Egyptian 

reinforcements and airpower repulsed them. The army sustained around sixty-four 

casualties in the fight. The group has also executed notorious terrorist attacks, most 

notably the 2015 bombing of Russian Metrojet Flight 9268, which killed 224 people. 

Concluding Remarks  

Egypt is battling an Islamic insurgency in Sinai that intensified after the military 

overthrew president Mohamed Morsi in 2013. The militants have carried out scores of 

attacks, mainly targeting security forces and Christians. More than 1,000 suspected 

terrorists and dozens of security personnel have been killed since the start of operations.  

Under the leadership of President, Abdel Fattah El-Sisi, Egypt has formulated a 

comprehensive strategy to address the Islamic terrorist threats. The strategy includes 

security measures to combat terrorism, as well as civilian development programs 

mainly in northern Sinai in order to bring about a reduction in the willingness of the 

Bedouin population to cooperate with Islamic terrorism. 

Since he assumed power, Egypt’s President Abdel-Fattah El-Sisi ordered the security 

forces to eliminate the activities of militant groups, particularly Vilayet Sinai, and 

uproot the insurgency from the Sinai Peninsula. In 2018, the Egyptian Armed Forces 

launched a major counter-terrorist operation titled "Comprehensive Operation Sinai 

2018 " and since 2018, terrorist attacks in North Sinai have declined and the Egyptian 

military has expanded its control over populated coastal areas of Northern Sinai 

between the Gaza Strip in the east and the Suez Canal in the west. However, sporadic 

attacks have continued with militants seeking refuge in desert expanses south of the 

coast and using different tactics such as sniping or planting explosives.10 

The attack of May 7, 2022, was the first time that the Islamic State organization attacked 

an Egyptian military target near the Suez Canal. Until the last terrorist attack, the 

organization operated mainly in northern Sinai in the area between the border with the 

Gaza Strip and Bir al-Abd, about 120 km from the Suez Canal. 

The Suez Canal is a key shipping route for global trade and is one of Egypt's main 

sources of revenue. A threat to the security of navigation in the Suez Canal could result 

in damage to Egypt's status and significant damage to its economy. Egyptian authorities 

have to tightened security measures around the Suez Canal following the last attack to 

prevent threats on the key waterway.  

The last terror attacks along the Suez Canal took place in 2013. On August 31,2013, a 

rocket-propelled grenade attack targeted the COSCO Asia container ship as it passed 

through the Suez Canal, while a separate attack on another vessel occurred July 29, 
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2013, no significant damage was recorded in either incident. Both attacks have been 

claimed by the Furkan Brigades, Al-Qaeda-linked militant jihadist group that operated 

in Egypt's Sinai Peninsula.11  

Egyptian President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi's uncompromising war on terrorism and 

extremism, seems to be bearing fruits but the war against Islamic extremism and terror 

is far from being over and the Egyptian security forces will have to continue the 

operations for a lengthy period. 
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